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YOUR TASK:

• To write about a topic, which you have researched, giving a 

clear overview of your topic, your aims, objective, 

rationale, findings and conclusion.
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YOUR TASK:

• To write about a topic, which you have researched, giving a clear overview 
of your topic, your aims, objectives, rationale, findings and conclusion.

• Purpose – to describe things the way they are/were, give information/overview

• Audience – examiner (formal), provide the reader with information 

• Layout – review, headings and sub-headings, PEALs, statistics/graphs to support, bullet 
points to organise key ideas

• Language – objective (states fact rather than manipulates), formal Standard English, 
subject specific vocabulary, full range of conjunctions, full range of sentence structures, 
‘because’ statements to explain ideas and evidence, summary and synthesis of key 
findings



ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES LINKED TO 
FORMAL WRITING

LO1 Understand how to identify 

the focus and scope of an 

individual project

• Title   &   Aims and objectives 

• Introduction to the topic

/12

LO5 Be able to synthesise, analyse 

and use information and 

viewpoints

• Knowledge and understanding of the project 

topic

• Information is summarised and shows different 

viewpoints 

/12

LO6 Be able to produce and 

present a report 

• Accurate use of grammar, punctuation and 

spelling

• Use Word to produce formal report
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LO7 Be able to make judgements 

and draw conclusions

• Summarise and present findings of each aim & 

answer title

• Conclusions based on the evidence used in the 

project

/12



TEXT EXPECTATIONS

• An opening that introduces the reader to the subject 

• Non-chronological (generally)

• Logical structure with information grouped together, often moving from 
general to more specific detail

• Chunks of information supported with subheadings, information boxes, 
lists, bullet points, diagrams, images 

• Paragraphs usually begin with a topic sentence

• PEAL paragraphs to analyse ideas (tentative language, analysis verbs, 
evidence)

• Ending that makes a final ‘interesting’ point or relates the subject to the 
reader. Synthesise ideas to give overview of key points.



Language 
features

Present tense verbs 

Written in the third person 

Generalisers e.g. ‘most’, ‘many’, ‘some’, ‘a few’, ‘a 
minority’ 

Connectives to add information e.g. 
‘furthermore’, ‘also’, ‘moreover’, ‘additionally’  

Subject specific and technical vocabulary  

Language of comparison and contrast e.g. 
similarly, in the same way, however, on the other 

hand 

Precise use of descriptive words and language   

Language Skills



Text Model



1. Opening paragraph says what report is about in clear way and 

outlines main features of the subject.

2. Paragraphs have sub headings if needed.

3. Use of short, clear opening sentences for aims and objectives.

4.Varied sentence openers and range of connectives to develop 

analysis of topic.

5. Paragraphs give detailed information about different aspects of 

the subject.

6. Use of specific technical vocabulary.

7.Tables, pictures, diagrams are used to add information.

8.The end paragraph draws the report together. 

What A Good One Looks Like



BEFORE WE GO, A FEW WORDS ABOUT 
FORMAL LANGUAGE…

• https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/love-island-word-like-used-12657939

✓Don’t use the word ‘like’ as a filler or as an ‘example’ conjunction too often. Other 
conjunctions such as: ‘such as’, for example’, ‘for instance’ and ‘as illustrated by’ all exist 
and sound more professional.

✓Avoid using ‘glittering generalities’ such as ‘great’, ‘good’, ‘best’ – focus on the impact 
and be explicit about what it means.

✓Use the long form of commonly contracted words – it sounds more professional 
(cannot/should not/do not/will not/should have/would have could have)

✓You must never put ‘of ’ after could, would or should – it’s grammatically incorrect!

✓Be specific – words like ‘stuff ’ are vague and meaningless – they just show that you 
don’t know your subject.


